By using a resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ technique, we have studied ionization and photodissociation mechanisms of ketene. Prior to ionization, the jet-cooled ketene is first excited at a wavelength 355 nm to a 3p y ,0 0 Rydberg state through a two-photon absorption. The (2ϩ2) and (2ϩ1) REMPI schemes may be distinguished depending on the impinging laser energy. If the (2ϩ2) REMPI process dominates, the ketene ion is produced by the autoionization of a superexcited state, which lies in a rovibrationally excited Rydberg state. The autoionization then occurs due to energy transfer from nuclear to electronic degrees of freedom. The CH 2 ϩ is fragmented following two schemes. One is a consecutive process, i.e., the fragment ion is produced from the autoionized ketene. This conclusion is supported by a series of measurements of pulse field and pressure effects in this work. The factors of pulse field and collisions may enhance the autoionization rate significantly, imposing the same influence on the ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ . The second is a dissociative ionization, i.e., the CH 2 ϩ ion is fragmented from the superexcited state in competition with the autoionization, as reported previously. These two schemes exclude the probability of ionic ladder or neutral ladder dissociation mechanisms. On the other hand, if the (2ϩ1) REMPI scheme dominates under a low ionizing laser energy, the ketene ions are led by a direct photoionization. The increase of either pulse field intensity or interacting duration simply shortens the arrival time of the ketene ion on the detector. Finally, a time-resolved ketene ion spectrum is measured to characterize temporal behaviors for the autoionization and direct photodissociation. The relaxation lifetime for the autoionized ketene is found to be much faster than that for the directly photoionized source.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ketene is an important candidate to produce methylene radical. When it is excited to the Ã 1 AЉ first excited singlet state at near UV light, a rapid internal conversion to the ground electronic state X 1 A 1 or intersystem crossing to the close lying first excited triplet state ã 3 AЉ/ 3 AЈ will take place before it is dissociated into methylene and carbon monoxide.
1-3 Such unimolecular dissociation dynamics of the ketene molecule has been studied thoroughly, but little research has been made concerning the inter-relation between ketene ionization and fragmentation mechanisms.
The studies of ketene ionization by means of photoelectron spectroscopy have focused on the information of ionization energy identification. 4 -6 For instance, Baker and Turner 4 have obtained the first photoelectron spectrum of ketene by excitation of HeI␣ ͑21.22 eV͒, and assigned the ionization energy for the ground state and the first three excited ketene ions. Hall, Maier, and Rosmus 5 have determined the ionization energy up to 24.3 eV with the first discernible vibrational peaks. Niu, Bai, and Shirley 6 have provided more vibrational fine structures and identified six adiabatic ionization energies of the cation with accuracy to Ϯ3 meV. The decay dynamics of the first and fifth excited states of the ketene ion has shown characteristics involving ultrafast intramolecular processes through dissociation and predissociation. The fragment appearance potential for the CH 2 ϩ ion at about 13.7 eV, which is close to the ionization energy of the first excited ionic state at 13.84 eV, may imply a correlation for the predissociation of the excited ketene ion. 5, 6 In a study of (2ϩ1) resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization ͑REMPI͒ through low-lying Rydberg state, Ashfold et al. attribute the appearance of CH 2 ϩ and other smaller ion fragments to additional photons 1 absorption of the ground state ketene ion. 7 The ion fragments come to dominate with the increase of the laser photon energy. They have also identified the 3p, 4p, 4s, and 5s Rydberg states in the energy range 54 000-72 000 cm Ϫ1 and estimated their lifetimes to be 0.3 ps, by fitting the deconvoluted rotational linewidth at the jet-cooled temperature.
With the use of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer analogous to that of Ashfold et al., 7 we have found that CH 2 ϩ cannot be simply fragmented from an ionic ladder or neutral ladder processes. 8 Our results have shown that the ketene ions are obtained predominantly by an autoionization process a͒ Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail: kclin@ccms.ntu.edu.tw from a superexcited state, and that CH 2 ϩ is fragmented from a competing process of dissociative ionization. 8 The superexcited states are defined as molecular states whose internal excitation energy are greater than the first ionization potential. [9] [10] [11] [12] At such high energy, they can be associated with dissociation, predissociation, as well as electronic and rovibrational autoionization. In the decay schemes of superexcited molecules, the competing channels are found, including autoionization, neutral dissociation, ion-pair formation, and dissociative ionization. [13] [14] [15] [16] In our previous measurements of time-resolved ketene ion spectra, the autoionization process of ketene appears to be accompanied by direct photoionization. 8 The former process involves four-photon absorption, while the latter involves only three photons but has never been probed directly. It should be worthwhile to compare the ionization mechanisms resulting from these two processes. Therefore, this work aims to differentiate and further characterize the behavior between the (2ϩ2) and (2ϩ1) REMPI schemes to gain insight into the related ionization and fragmentation mechanisms.
In this work, we utilize a REMPI technique as in our previous work 8 to detect the parent and fragment ions. First, the ketene is excited to a 3p y Rydberg state with a laser at 355 nm via two-photon absorption. The ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ fragment are detected as a function of laser power, ketene pressure, intensity, and interaction duration of pulsed electric field. When the laser energy is large enough, the ketene ion is found to result from autoionization of a superexcited state via a (2ϩ2) REMPI process. The autoionized ketene then undergoes fragmentation to obtain the CH 2 ϩ ion. The fragmentation mechanism differs from that reported previously. 8 Then, by varying the time delay between the laser pulse and the electric field pulse, we obtain a time-resolved spectrum of the ketene ion. The resultant biexponential decay indicates that the ion sources are composed of both autoionized and directly photoionized ketene with different lifetimes. When the laser energy is reduced to the extent such that the CH 2 ϩ ion cannot be detectable, the ketene ion results from a direct photoionization process via a (2ϩ1) REMPI scheme. The determined lifetime is consistent with the slow decay of the above-mentioned biexponential spectrum. The obtained ion is also characterized as a function of intensity and interaction duration of the pulsed electric field as well as ketene pressure. The ketene ions led by these two REMPI schemes turn out to behave differently.
II. EXPERIMENT
The reagent ketene was synthesized by pyrolizing acetic anhydride at 600°C as in our previous experiments. 17 The resultant products of acetic acid, carbon dioxide, and ketene could be separated from trap to trap controlled at different temperature. A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer was employed to examine the purity to ensure that the ketene was free from the trace CO 2 contaminant. The obtained ketene was finally buffered with He at a total pressure of 3 atm in a gas cylinder.
The employed apparatus consisted of a pulsed valve to generate a skimmed molecular beam of ketene, an ionizing laser, and a standard time-of-flight mass spectrometer to detect the ketene ion and fragments. A detailed illustration may be found elsewhere. 7 The third harmonic of an Nd:YAG laser emitting at 355 nm was employed as the light source. The beam was collimated through a pinhole of 13Ϯ2 mm 2 cross section, with a pulse energy in the range 0.3-5 mJ, and then focused with a 5 cm lens into the interactive region. The light intercepted perpendicularly the jet-cooled ketene in the center of ionization region, about 7 cm from the nozzle orifice. The ketene beam moved in a perpendicular direction with respect to the electric field applied. The ionization and acceleration regions consisted of three 50ϫ70 mm 2 stainless steel thin plates: the first repeller biased with a power pulser at 1250-1775 V, the middle grid plate biased at 150 V, and the final grid extractor grounded. The latter two plates were each with a 40 ϫ50 mm 2 aperture. The plates were spaced by 2.5 cm; the resultant electric field was 440-650 V/cm, sweeping the ions out of the ionization region. The ions in the flight tube were collimated through a set of einzel lenses and guided by a pair of deflection plates prior to the detection by a microchannel plate array detector. The data acquisition was conducted by a transient digitizer with a 125 MHz sampling rate.
In the measurement of interacting pulse duration dependence, the electric field pulse was maintained at 1.2 s duration, while the laser was delayed in the 200-700 ns region relative to the onset of the field pulse. Thus, the interacting duration could be adjusted from 500 to 1000 ns. On the other hand, in the measurements of time-resolved mass spectra, the ketene ion was recorded as a function of the time delay, which was defined as the onset of the electric pulse with respect to the laser pulse. More than 200 mass peaks were collected for one lifetime measurement. Each peak area was averaged over 100 laser shots and acquired successively in a step of 10 ns delay interval. The lifetime was then determined by fitting the decay curve either biexponentially or exponentially. In the measurements of pressure dependence, the ketene molecule was prepared in the range 90-200 Torr seeded in the He buffer gas at a stagnation pressure of 3 atm. In all the experiments described previously, the delay time of the ionizing laser relative to the nozzle was fixed. Therefore, given a constant seeding ratio in the nozzle, the prepared population of the Rydberg state ketene did not change during the process of data acquisition.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Fig. 1 , the energy diagram indicates that the appearance of CH 2 ϩ ion fragment involves at least fourphoton absorption at 355 nm, while three-photon absorption can only lead to the ketene ionization. We adjust the laser energy flux in order to distinguish between (2ϩ2) and (2 ϩ1) REMPI processes in this work.
A. "2¿2… REMPI process
For the dependence of pulse field duration interaction, the laser energy was at 4 mJ/pulse and the electric field was maintained at 460 V/cm, but its field duration changed from 500 to 1000 ns. As shown in Fig. 2 , the ketene ion intensity is enhanced nine times, while the CH 2 ϩ fragment increases twice. Both ion intensities are in proportion to the interacting duration up to 1000 ns. The time for the ketene ions to pass through the acceleration region may be readily estimated to be 1.3 s with an electric field of 460 V/cm applied in the ionization region. Thus the interacting pulse of 1000 ns is still under the threshold duration. Provided that the ketene ion results from a direct photoionization process either by three-or four-photon absorption, the ion intensities should be independent of the interaction duration. The electric pulse, as biased to the repeller, simply functions to sweep the produced ions out of the ionization region. The prolonged pulse duration should provide the ions more kinetic energy to shorten the flight time. Therefore, the obtained ketene ion in this laser energy region cannot be dominated by a mechanism of direct photoionization, and the CH 2 ϩ ion cannot be fragmented following ionic ladder process either.
When the laser energy is controlled in the range of 2-5 mJ/pulse and the interacting duration of the pulse field at 900 ns, the energy dependence of ketene ion intensity gives a slope of two. This result, consistent with that obtained by Ashfold et al., 7 suggests that the first two photons are absorbed in excitation of the 2b 1 1 3p y , 0 0 Rydberg state, then the next two more ionizing photons are saturated. The fragmented CH 2 ϩ ion intensity also yields a slope of two for the energy dependence measurement in the same range. Therefore, the CH 2 ϩ fragment cannot be formed following the photon absorption at the wavelength 355 nm from the dissociated CH 2 neutral species, which takes three more photons to be ionized.
As reported similarly in other work, 8 the obtained ketene ion is mainly attributed to autoionization of a neutral superexcited state. The superexcited ketene is associated with autoionization through the coupling with electronic or rovibrational states of the ketene ion. The electric field applied may induce the coupling, thereby enhancing the autoionization rate. From a theoretical point of view, Nakamura 9,10 predicted that the electronic autoionization process has a lifetime in the range of 10 Ϫ13 -10 Ϫ16 s, while the rovibrational autoionization is roughly in the range of 10 Ϫ10 -10 Ϫ13 s. In the molecular alignment experiment reported previously, the dissociation lifetime of superexcited ketene was estimated to be longer than 20 ps. 8 In this work, the superexcited state can last long enough to interact with the field pulse of the ns duration, which is much longer than the lifetime evaluated theoretically. Thus we expect that the superexcited state is probably associated with the rovibrationally excited Rydberg state. The autoionization occurs due to energy transfer from nuclear to electronic degrees of freedom. 9, 10 The channel to CH 2 ϩ fragmentation appears to differ from our previous observation. As reported, 8 
FIG. 2. ͑a͒
Mass spectra obtained at the interacting duration of pulsed field of 500 and 1000 ns, respectively, in the (2ϩ2) REMPI scheme. ͑b͒ The intensities of ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ fragment as a function of the interacting duration of pulsed field. Given the laser energy at 4 mJ/pulse and the field intensity at 460 V/cm, the interacting duration was varied from 500 to 1000 ns.
impact on the parent and fragment ions. That is, the CH 2 ϩ intensity decreased as a result of autoionization enhancement. The CH 2 ϩ fragmentation was thus anticipated to stem directly from the superexcited ketene, competing with the autoionization process. However, in this work, the CH 2 ϩ fragment increases with the increase of autoionized ketene. We expect that the CH 2 ϩ fragmentation should follow the autoionization process. The effect of electric field intensity on the ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ fragment is found to be similar to that of interacting duration. Given the laser wavelength at 355 nm, the energy at 4 mJ/pulse, and the interacting duration of 900 ns, the ketene ion intensity increases linearly with the electric field increment from 460 to 650 V/cm, but the CH 2 ϩ intensity is less affected by the field intensity, as shown in Fig. 3 . Again, the field intensity should not impose any influence on the ion intensities, if the ketene ions are mainly caused by direct photoionization. The CH 2 ϩ intensity should also decrease as a result of the ketene ion enhancement, if the formation of both parent ion and fragment are in competing schemes.
B. Ketene ionization and fragmentation
While combining all ketene ionization and fragmentation processes ever found with the (2ϩ2) REMPI technique, the following schemes may be expressed: Kϩ2h→K*ϩ2h→K**, ͑1͒ For the parallel reactions in Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, the branching ratio of the ketene ion to CH 2 ϩ fragment is determined by a ratio of the corresponding rate constant k 2 to k 3 . 18 Given a constant population in the superexcited state, the increase of autoionized ketene may suppress production of the CH 2 ϩ ion. 8 In contrast, as expressed in Eq. ͑4͒, it may be possible that the fragmentation stems from the autoionized ketene. According to Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒, the ketene ion production is proportional to the population in the superexcited state and the interacting duration of the electric field. As the duration is prolonged, the ketene ion increases linearly. The production rate of CH 2 ϩ can be simplified as the formula, k 2 k 4 ͓K**͔, where ͓K**͔ denotes the population density of the superexcited state. 18 Since k 2 is proportional to the interacting duration of the electric field, the production rate of the fragment should also increase linearly with the interacting duration and its slope relies on the value of k 4 . Our observation in Figs. 2 and 3 may fit the proposed schemes of Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒.
For the (2ϩ2) REMPI process, CH 2 ϩ fragmentation is usually accompanied by CH ϩ and C ϩ production. According to the energy estimate for bond rupture, it takes five and six photons at the wavelength 355 nm to form CH ϩ and C ϩ , respectively. However, the dependence measurement of laser energy for these two fragments is more complicated than expected. They may be fragmented sequentially from CH 2 ϩ or directly from the ketene ion. Their peak intensities also strongly depend on the impinging photon wavelength. For instance, the CH ϩ intensity can be enhanced by a factor of 7 times at 311.7 nm and the C ϩ intensity by 20 times at 313.8 nm, as compared to those at 310 nm. To understand the dissociation channels to these two fragments is beyond the scope of this work. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , one may note that the peak width of the ketene ion seems to be slightly broader than the remaining peaks. It may be restricted by the mass resolution. As the electric field pulse is delayed relative to the laser pulse, the spatial distribution of the ketene beam becomes wider in the ionization region, thus leading to a broader ion peak.
FIG. 3. ͑a͒
Mass spectra obtained at the electric field of 500 and 600 V/cm, respectively, in the (2ϩ2) REMPI scheme. ͑b͒ The intensities of the ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ fragment as a function of electric field. Given the laser energy at 4 mJ/pulse and the interacting duration of 900 ns, the electric field was varied from 460 to 650 V/cm.
C. "2¿1… REMPI process
When the laser energy is reduced 10 times, less than 0.5 mJ/pulse, only the parent ion appears in the mass spectra, but the CH 2 ϩ fragment is not detectable. In contrast to the (2 ϩ2) REMPI scheme described previously, the ketene ion is believed to result from a (2ϩ1) REMPI process, since the CH 2 ϩ fragmentation takes at least four photons at 355 nm. To characterize such an ionization mechanism, the ketene ion is measured as a function of the interacting duration and intensity of electric field, similar to that described earlier. At the laser energy of 0.4 mJ/pulse, Fig. 4 shows that the intensity of the ketene ion is independent of the field intensity in the range 460-650 V/cm; nevertheless, the arrival time on the MCP detector is shortened with an increase of the field intensity. Similarly, the prolonged interacting duration may not cause any significant enhancement of the ketene ions. The (2ϩ1) REMPI scheme apparently leads to a process of direct photoionization of the ketene molecule.
D. Ketene pressure dependence
In the pressure dependence experiment, the conditions for the (2ϩ2) REMPI scheme are set as follows: laser energy at 4 mJ/pulse, field intensity at 460 V/cm, and interaction duration at 900 ns. As the ketene pressure, seeded in a 3 atm He buffer gas, increases from 90 to 200 Torr, Fig. 5 shows that the ketene ion is enhanced 4 times, while the CH 2 ϩ fragment is enhanced 2.3 times. Obviously, when the pressure is doubled, the CH 2 CO ϩ enhancement is more than twice, and the CH 2 ϩ enhancement is slightly larger than twice. By analogy with the pulsed field effect, the collisions may strengthen the coupling of the superexcited state with the ionic state, and thus enhance the autoionization rate. To our surprise, it is hard to understand why collision effect still exists in the supersonic molecular beam at a distance of 7 cm from the nozzle orifice. It might arise from the fact that the ketene beam was not skimmed appropriately, such that the molecular flow interacting with the ionizing laser beam was not perfectly collisionless. In Fig. 5 , the increment of the ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ shows a similar trend as the pressure increases. The enhancement ratio of ketene ion to CH 2 ϩ fragment becomes almost independent of the pressure. Thus, the observation suggests that production of the CH 2 ϩ fragment should stem from the autoionized ketene, in agreement with the interpretation by the pulsed field effect.
On the other hand, when the laser energy is reduced to 0.4 mJ/pulse and only the ketene ion appears in the mass spectra, the ketene ion is found to increase linearly with the ketene pressure in the range 90-200 Torr, as shown in Fig. 6 . Again, the result indicates that the direct photoionization process dominates the CH 2 CO ϩ production in the (2ϩ1) REMPI process.
Note that in the pressure dependence measurements, the ionizing laser was triggered to interact with the pulsed mo- lecular beam of ketene in the early flow portion to avoid formation of clusters. Therefore, there were not any cluster ions or related fragment ions with mass-to-charge ratioϾ42 to be detectable, even when the ketene pressure was doubled.
E. Time-resolved ion spectra
To characterize the temporal behaviors for autoionization and direct photoionization processes, we measured the time-resolved ketene ion signals as a function of the time delay defined in Sec. II. The ketene at 130 Torr is excited at 355 nm with the energy of 4 mJ/pulse. Figure 7 shows the time-resolved profiles resulting from a (2ϩ2) REMPI scheme. The ketene ion decay is fitted using a biexponential function, F(t)ϭA 1 e Ϫt/ 1 ϩA 2 e Ϫt/ 2 . The best fit yields 1 ϭ654 ns, 2 ϭ1249 ns, A 1 ϭ6.6, and A 2 ϭ0.2. The fast decay 1 is related to the lifetime of the ketene ion led by autoionization, while 2 is the depletion rate of the ions contributed by direct multiphoton ionization process.
When the laser energy is reduced below 0.5 mJ/pulse, the time-resolved ketene ion spectrum, as shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ , can be fitted exponentially. The resultant decay, initiated from the (2ϩ1) REMPI process, showed a lifetime of 1160 ns, in agreement with the above-mentioned 2 value. As a result of these measurements, two aspects may be discerned. First, the time-resolved spectrum for the (2ϩ2) REMPI process shows that the autoionized ketene is usually accompanied by a small ion contribution from a (2ϩ1) process. Second, the relaxation lifetime for the autoionized ketene is much faster than that for the directly photoionized source. In a vibrational correlation function calculation of the first excited ionic state, Niu et al. 6 have found an extremely fast initial decay of the population in this band due to predissociation or dissociation. As shown in Fig. 1 , the energy level for the superexcited ketene lies slightly above the band of the first excited ionic state. That may explain the different temporal behavior presented by these two types of ions. Note that for conducting the experiments of time-resolved ion spectra, the device operation is optimized under the condition when the electric field pulse is without any delay relative to the laser pulse. As the field pulse is delayed, the ketene ions in the ionization region, moving perpendicularly with respect to the electric field, may shift off the center axis along the detection system, before being drawn out to the detector. Therefore, the decay of the directly photoionized ketene is probably caused by the defect of collimating efficiency of einsel lenses and the deflection plates as well as collection efficiency of the detector.
IV. CONCLUSION
By using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, we have provided insight into the interrelation of the ionization and fragmentation mechanism of ketene. When a REMPI technique is applied via the Rydberg state, we have found that the ketene ionization is dominated either by (2ϩ2) or by (2 ϩ1) scheme, depending on the impinging laser energy. Under a low ionizing laser energy, the (2ϩ1) REMPI process leads to a direct photoionization of ketene. The increase of either pulsed field intensity or interacting duration simply shortens the arrival time of the ketene ion on the detector.
If the (2ϩ2) REMPI process dominates, the ketene ion is produced by the rovibrational autoionization of a superexcited state with a lifetime as long as in the ns scale. The CH 2 ϩ is fragmented following two schemes. One is a dissociative ionization directly from the superexcited state, competing with the autoionization process. Therefore, the pulsed field and pressure dependence impose opposite influence on the ketene ion and CH 2 ϩ . The second process is a consecutive scheme, i.e., the fragment is produced from the autoionized ketene, not from the superexcited state directly. This conclusion is supported by a series of measurements of pulsed field and pressure effects in this work. These two schemes exclude the probability of ionic ladder or neutral ladder dissociation mechanisms. 
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FIG. 7.
Ketene ion decay as a function of time delay between the field pulse and the laser pulse. ͑a͒ For a (2ϩ2) REMPI scheme, a biexponential fit yields 1 ϭ654 ns, 2 ϭ1249 ns, A 1 ϭ6.6, and A 2 ϭ0.2 with the laser energy at 4 mJ/pulse and the field intensity at 460 V/cm. ͑b͒ For a (2ϩ1) REMPI scheme, an exponential fit yields ϭ1160 ns with the laser energy at 0.4 mJ/pulse and the field intensity at 460 V/cm.
